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Abstract—Motor learning-based methods offer an alternative paradigm to machine learning-based methods for controlling upper-limb prosthetics. Within this paradigm, the patterns of muscular activity used for control can differ from those which control biological limbs. Practice expedites the learning of these new, functional patterns of muscular activity. We envisage that these methods can result in enhanced control without increasing device complexity. However, key questions about training protocols, generalisation and scalability of motor learning-based methods have remained. In this work, we pursue three objectives: 1) to validate the motor learning-based abstract myoelectric control approach with people with upper-limb difference for the first time; 2) to test whether, after training, participants can generalise their learning to tasks of increased difficulty; and 3) to show that abstract myoelectric control scales with additional input signals, offering a larger control range. In three experiments, 25 limb-intact participants and 8 people with a limb difference (congenital and acquired) experienced a motor learning-based myoelectric controlled interface. We show that participants with upper-limb difference can learn to control the interface and that performance increases with experience. Across experiments, participant performance on easier lower target density tasks generalised to more difficult higher target density tasks. A proof-of-concept study demonstrates that learning-based control scales with additional myoelectric channels. Our results show that human motor learning-based approaches can enhance the number of distinct outputs from the musculature, thereby increasing the functionality of prosthetic hands and providing a viable alternative to machine learning.

Index Terms—Abstract decoding, myoelectric control.

I. INTRODUCTION

The most common method of controlling active hand prostheses is myoelectric control; use of the electromyogram (EMG) signals to estimate user intent [1]. Non-invasive EMG control has a number of attractive properties. For example, the EMG signal can be adapted to provide proportional control, the physical effort required resembles that of existing limbs, and the sensors systems are compact [2].

For users with trans-radial (below-elbow) limb difference, the “dual-site” control approach is commonly used. It provides bidirectional control of one degree of freedom (DoF) based on the EMG signals from a residual muscle pair. However, the functionality of the approach is limited due to the sequential nature of the control [3]. Targeted muscle reinnervation (TMR) provides a method whereby the number of independent muscle pairs for control may be increased, enabling the control of more DoF [4]. The current alternative to conventional prosthesis control is pattern recognition [5].

Pattern recognition prosthesis control typically aims to decode motor commands such that an intended movement maps to its prosthetic substitute. When using surface EMG, the intentions to be detected are usually limited to commonly used grasps [6], [7]. During calibration, said systems require EMG data representative of each grasp to train a classifier, which then categorizes new samples during actual use. Literature suggests that when a classifier is trained for each desired output, pattern recognition provides a viable method of prosthesis control [8]. This approach has recently reached the market [9], [10]. The core challenges which limit the robustness of pattern recognition control relate to ensuring training data adequately characterizes real world data [11].

Learning-based methods, which rely upon closed-loop feedback to adapt muscle behavior, have generated significant interest as a potential alternative approach for myoelectric prosthetic control [12]–[18]. Insight into the clinical readiness of such an approach has recently been provided [19]. A common component linking many of these methods is the presentation of muscle activity as feedback in a non-representational multidimensional space, such as a centre-out task, within which users must learn to control their muscle activity. The driving hypothesis is that once the skill is acquired in the non-representational space, arbitrary mappings may be made to functional outputs, such as proportional control of prosthetic digits [13] or selection of hand postures [17]. Because these methods are characteristically non-biomimetic, we refer to the approach as “abstract decoding” [18].

Presenting continuous feedback of muscle activity in a multidimensional space allows the motor system to generate an inverse map [20]. Inverse maps link motor output to
arbitrary control variables and multiple maps can be formed for different task spaces [21], [22]. Inverse maps allow generalization to untrained locations in the task space, making them distinct from associative learning which only allows retention of trained activity [20], [23]. Within a task space, errors in direction and gain are processed separately [24] and newly learned inverse maps can be adapted to compensate for spatial alterations [25]. When scaling errors generalize, gain adaptation of feed-forward control is rapid [24]. For clarity, we refer to this as within-task generalization to avoid confusion with between-task generalization, in which practice transfers to distinct activities [26].

In this paper, we present results from three complementary myoelectric control experiments. The first investigates how training influences performance and skill transfer. This experiment is intended to validate that our myoelectric control protocol generates inverse maps, rather than being based on associative learning [20], [23]. Validation is necessary because the underlying theory is based on studies of physical movement [20], [24], [25] and has not been explicitly addressed in the EMG domain [12]–[18]. The second experiment shows, for the first time, that participants with upper-limb difference can learn to operate the myoelectric interface with an abstract controller. This study extends results previously published in limb-intact participants [18], [27] under two control conditions: 1) direct, untransformed EMG signals and 2) spatially-weighted EMGs. The third study demonstrates that learning based control scales with additional EMG channels and can replicate results associated with state-of-the-art machine learning-based methods, without computational complexity.

II. METHODS

A. Ethics

All participants gave informed written consent. Approval was granted by the local ethics committee at Newcastle University (Ref: 17-NAZ-056) and by Health Research Authority, UK (Ref: 16/SW/0347).

B. General Setup

Each of the experiments presented are very similar in nature. In all experiments, participants control a circular cursor on a computer screen with their muscle activity, that is a biofeedback setting. To avoid repetition, general properties shared across more than one experiment are outlined here.

1) Estimation of Muscle Activity: All muscle activity was smoothed using a mean absolute value (MAV) filter calculated over the preceding 750 ms window of the EMG signal. This window size has been found to balance the task requirements of responsive effector movement with sufficient stability during constant muscle contraction [13], [18]. Muscle activity used to control the cursor was updated at a variable rate, which exceeded and was asynchronous to the refresh rate of the display. At each task update step an acquisition thread was polled and any new samples available were added to the EMG window. This approach was used to ensure changes in EMG activation were reflected in cursor activity in the shortest possible time frame. In the following sections y refers to estimated muscle activity.

2) Calibration: A calibration routine was performed before each experiment. The primary purpose of calibration was to normalize muscle activation estimates. Operators observed EMG activity while participants performed muscle contractions. Contractions corresponded to wrist flexion and extension in limb-intact participants. In limb-deficient participants contractions corresponded to flexion and extension of the phantom wrist when appropriate. In other cases, pairs of muscles were selected based on independence of control. Participants were instructed to restrict muscle activity to that which could be maintained easily and repeated without risk of fatigue. In previous studies these prompts have produced EMG activity ranging between 10% to 20% of the maximum voluntary contraction [16], [27], [28]. Such a low muscle contraction level limits the signal-dependent noise [29] in the EMG signals, allowing for smoother control.

Data representative of baseline rest, y, and comfortable contraction, yc, were obtained for each EMG control channel. A vertical bar was presented to the participant. The height of the vertical bar corresponded to the real-time normalized muscle activation level, ŷ = (y − y0)/(yc − y0). Participants were instructed to briefly maintain the vertical bar at a fixed position for each muscle in order to ensure relative independence of activity. The normalized muscle activation level, ŷ, was used during experiments.

C. General Protocol

Experiment 1 and 2 used the myoelectric-controlled interface (MCI) described in [27]. The same protocol is briefly described here for completeness. For discussion of how the MCI relates to prosthesis control, please see our previous work.

Participants operated the MCI by performing isometric muscle contractions. Activity estimated from the contraction of two independent muscles determined the position of a 2-D circular cursor, as indicated in Fig. 1a. We use independent muscles to refer to any muscle pair which can be contracted in relative isolation to one another. Figure 1a shows a four target interface. The grey dashed line in Fig. 1a indicates where four targets would be subdivided to produce an eight target interface. In experiment 1, in addition to four and eight targets, in two runs, twelve targets were required. To achieve that, each of the four original targets were split into three zones along its length, making a 3-by-4 matrix of targets.

All muscle activity was normalized such that estimation, ŷ = 1, would bring the cursor to the top limit of the interface on the corresponding dimension. All trials commenced with the presentation of the cursor and the basket area at the origin of the interface which delimits little to no muscle activity. Participants had to be relaxed, such that the cursor remained within the basket, for the trial to commence. A target was presented when the trial started. A sample cursor trajectory from the basket to a target is shown in Fig. 1b.

Each trial was 1.5 seconds long and composed of two 750 ms segments - the move period and the hold period. The
move period allowed time for reacting to presentation of the
target and moving the cursor to the target. Participants were
informed of the trial breakdown and were instructed to attempt
to maximize their score by keeping the cursor within the target
during the hold period. Trial score was calculated based on
the amount of time the cursor spent within, or in contact with,
the target during the hold period. The trial score was presented
to the participant after each trial.

D. Analyses

In all experiments the primary metric used to define per-
formance was trial score, as presented to the participant after
each trial. Hit score refers to the percentage of trials in which
the target was reached.

Performance in the larger participant population tended to
be normally distributed, however at individual run level some
data appeared multimodal. Normality of distributions was not
assumed in the smaller amputee population. For consistency
all comparisons were made using non-parametric statistical
methods.

E. Experiment 1: Influence of Training Protocol

Experiment 1 was performed in order to ensure that the
use of a structured training protocol, in which the number of
targets increased progressively, produced the same results as
a training protocol with higher accuracy demands from the
onset.

Participants: Twenty-four limb-intact participants took part
in this experiment (19 male and 5 female; age 22.17 ± 2.68).
All were able-bodied and right–handed with no neurological
disorders. Data from one participant was discarded due to lack
of engagement. A replacement participant was recruited.

Recordings: Participants were seated in an experimental
chair with their right hand in a pronated open position within
a glove. The palm and fingers of the glove were adhered
to a horizontal board attached to the armrest of the chair.
A strap was placed over the lower wrist to restrain participants
from lifting the forearm. The position of the board on which
the glove was mounted was adjustable to ensure comfortable
support for each participant’s arm and hand.

Surface EMG signals were recorded from two forearm
muscles: flexor carpi radialis (FCR) and extensor carpi radialis
(ECR). Measurements were made using disposable snap elec-
trodes (Bio-logic®, Natus Medical Inc., USA). Signals were
amplified with a 5k gain (D360, Digitimer, UK), band-pass
filtered (30 Hz–1 kHz) and sampled at 5 kHz (NI USB-
6212 BNC, National Instruments, USA). The computations
necessary to realize the experiment were performed on a desk-
top computer (3.2 GHz i5-3470 CPU, 8 GB RAM, Viglen Ltd,
UK). Visual feedback was presented on a 17” LCD flat panel
display (Belinea 101727, Germany) positioned approximately
1m in front of the participant.

Data were visually inspected for artefacts. Trials containing
significant electrical noise, movement artefacts or any other
traces which appeared to be non-physiological, were rejected.
Mean artefact rejection rate across participants was 0.06% with
a standard deviation of 0.14%.

Protocol: All participants initially completed a short run
using a 12-target interface to assess baseline performance,
as shown in Fig. 2b. Twelve targets were presented without
repetition. The median score achieved over the 12 targets
was used as the participants’ baseline performance. After
completing the run, each participant was assigned to one of
two groups. Assignment was based on a moving average of the
scores, i.e. participants were assigned such that the difference
in mean baseline performance between the groups, at the
time of test, was minimized, as shown in Fig. 2a. To create
a reference for the moving average, participants 1-4 were
assigned to the 8-8 group, while participants 5-8 were assigned
to 4-8 group. Participants assigned to group one became
the 8-8 group, those assigned to group two became the
4-8 group.

Participants operated the MCI over eight runs. Each run
comprised 80 trials. The 8-8 group performed 8-target tri-
als in all eight runs. The 4-8 group performed 4 runs of
4-target trials, followed by 4 runs of 8-target trials. A final
run was used to test the generalization of the two training
protocols. This run consisted of 72 trials using a 12-target
interface. Figure 2b shows the number of targets presented in
each of the ten experimental runs for both the 8-8 and the
4-8 group.
**F. Experiment 2: Validation With People With Upper-Limb Difference**

In Experiment 2, participants learned to use the MCI using the training approach validated in Experiment 1. Participants controlled the MCI under two conditions: using two untransformed EMG signals and using spatial weighting of multiple EMGs. Use of two untransformed signals is of comparable technical complexity to the current clinical standard for upper-limb myoelectric control. Spatial weighting of EMG can detect ensemble activities, sometimes termed muscle synergies, and is closer to the standard used in pattern recognition systems.

**Participants:** Eight participants took part in this experiment. Six participants had trans-radial limb deficiency and two participants had trans-humeral limb deficiency. Both the trans-radial and trans-humeral groups were equally balanced between congenital and acquired cases. One trans-radial participant had a left limb deficiency, all remaining participants had right limb deficiencies. Two of the trans-radial participants use myoelectric prosthesis (Bebionic hand) proficiently, with the dual-site controller. Further participants details can be found in Table I.

**Recordings:** Participants sat in a lever operated office chair with optional arm support and were free to move their residual limb during experiments. Visual feedback of the task was provided by a 24” LED flat panel display (Hanns.G, Taipei, Taiwan), placed approximately 1m in front of the participant.

Surface EMG signals were recorded using a Trigno Wireless EMG System and Trigno Acc parallel-bar EMG sensors (Delsys Inc. Natick, MA, USA).

In general, eight sensors were placed on the residual limb. In the case of one participant for whom eight sensors could not be accommodated on the residual limb, only four sensors were used. In cases where independent muscles could be manually distinguished in the residual limb, sensors were placed over the belly of the muscle. Where biological landmarks could be used to distinguish FCR and ECR in trans-radial participants, the muscle pair was selected. When FCR and or ECR could not be ascertained with certainty, independent muscles were first identified using manual handling and confirmed by inspection of raw EMG traces. After placing sensors over a minimum of two discernible independent muscles, the remaining sensors were spatially distributed around the residual limb. Signals were acquired at 2000 Hz and band-pass filtered between 20 Hz and 450 Hz. All subsequent computation necessary to realize the experiment were performed on a laptop computer (2.3 GHz i5-6200U CPU, 8 GB RAM, Lenovo, China).

**Estimation of muscle activity:** In addition to single channel data, muscle activity was estimated using spatial filters based on multiple sensors. Spatial weighting was performed using principal components analysis (PCA). Data for generating PCA weights were obtained during the calibration routine.

**Calibration:** When calibrating for EMG based control, two channels were selected based on participants’ ability to independently control the available candidates. Calibration then followed the general routine described in the methods section. When calibrating for PCA based control, multi-channel data representative of the muscle activity required for cursor control were initially acquired. When FCR and ECR had been found using biological landmarks muscle activity would map to flexion and extension of the phantom wrist. In other cases, muscle activity appropriate for producing those contractions identified by manual handling and inspection of EMG traces were used. During data acquisition both participants and operators observed multi-channel EMG traces (time-series) in order to ensure the muscle contractions performed produced distinct activity in the sensor space. PCA weights were calculated using said multi-channel data. After calculation of PCA weights, calibration followed the routine used for EMG.

---

**TABLE I**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participant</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Cause</th>
<th>Side</th>
<th>Years</th>
<th>Prosthesis use</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>TR</td>
<td>Illness</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>TH</td>
<td>Congenital</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>TR</td>
<td>Accident</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Split hook</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>TH</td>
<td>Accident</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>TR</td>
<td>Congenital</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>Myoelectric</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>TR</td>
<td>Congenital</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>TR</td>
<td>Accident</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>Myoelectric</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>TR</td>
<td>Congenital</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
EMG sensors. Four sensors were placed on the right forearm. Trigno Wireless EMG System and Trigno IM parallel-bar hand device were used. Each participant took part in this experiment. This participant performance and task progression being based on participants’ ability to independently control the candidates available. In the PCA-based control, activity from two principal components, representing the weighted activity of eight sensors, determined the cursor position.

Protocol: All participants began using a 4-target interface. The number of runs performed using a 4-target interface was dependent on individual participant’s ability, however all participants performed a minimum of four runs. When both operators and participants were satisfied that participants were ready, participants progressed to an 8-target interface, as shown in Fig. 1a. Both 4-target and 8-target runs comprised 48 trials. Due to the challenging nature of the protocol, progression was based on mutual decision rather than a fixed performance metric to ensure engagement and to minimize the risk of fatigue. Two muscle activation estimation methods were compared - use of individual surface EMG sensors and spatially-filtered EMG using PCA. Due to variability in participant performance and task progression being based on demonstrated ability, it was not feasible to systematically balance exposure to the EMG and PCA based control conditions. Participants performed the task at variable rates and over a differing number of days. All participants who used PCA based control also used EMG control on the same day in at least one session. Full details of the number of runs recorded for each participant are listed in Table II.

G. Experiment 3: Scalability

In Experiment 3, we increased the number of control sites and expanded the interface. We refer to these expansions as scalability because we aim to demonstrate how, after extensive practice, the performance patterns observed in participants using a simple interface hold when task and control complexity is scaled up.

Participants: As a proof of concept, one limb-intact right handed participant took part in this experiment. This participant was proficient in abstract myoelectric control.

Recordings: Surface EMG signals were acquired using a Trigno Wireless EMG System and Trigno IM parallel-bar EMG sensors. Four sensors were placed on the right forearm targeting, extensor carpi radialis (ECR), flexor carpi radialis (FCR), abductor pollicis longus (APL) and flexor carpi ulnaris (FCU). The experiment was performed on a laptop computer (2.1 GHz i7-4600U CPU, 8 GB RAM, Lenovo, China). All other aspects of data acquisition followed those detailed for Experiment 2.

Calibration: Calibration followed the standard routine extended to four channels. Care was taken to ensure muscle contractions could be performed to activate each muscle independently.

Protocol: The interface used in Experiment 3 expanded upon that already presented by including the remaining three quadrants necessary to create a generic centre-out task space. Muscles were mapped to the interface space in a manner which was intuitive for a hand held in a pronated position. Muscles ECR and FCR acted as an antagonistic pair mapped to up and down respectively. APL and FCU performed the task in [30]. As in the previous interface normalized muscle activity, \( \hat{y} \approx 1 \), would move the cursor to the limit of the interface on a given dimension. Cursor control was implemented as simply as possible. With an interface space mapped from -1 to 1 on both dimensions, vertical cursor position was determined by \( \hat{y}_{ECR} - \hat{y}_{FCR} \) and horizontal position by \( \hat{y}_{FCU} - \hat{y}_{APL} \). For clarity, an interface with 16 targets is shown in Fig 1c. Sections can be merged or further sub-divided to change the density of the targets.

The participant started using a centre-out 8-target interface. A minimum of four runs were performed before the option was given to progress onto the next size of target interface. Interfaces with 8, 16 and 24 targets were tested. All runs were performed over four sessions. The first two sessions and the final two sessions were separated by five months.

III. RESULTS

Results are presented in two areas of learning and generalization, which share common ground between the first two experiments, namely, 1) the influence of training paradigm and learning over runs; and 2) generalization of ability with increasing target density. Our final experiment demonstrates that both learning over runs and generalization of ability are applicable as the number of EMG control sites and target density increase. This serves as support for the scalability of the abstract decoding method.

A. Learning

Limb-intact participants controlled a myoelectric interface in Experiment 1. After an initial baseline testing with a myoelectric interface of 12-targets, they were assigned to one of two conditions: 1) 4-8, in which they operated a 4-target interface first and then moved to an 8-target interface in the later runs; and 2) 8-8, in which they only experienced an 8-target interface. Both groups performed a short run of 12-targets at the end. In Experiment 2, limb-deficient participants operated the interface with two of the eight EMG signals recorded from their remnant limb; or with two principal components of their muscle activity,
extracted from the eight EMG channels. In both experiments, participants sought to maximize trial score, the degree to which a cursor representing muscle activity reached a series of rapidly presented targets.

Fig. 3a-b show the effect of learning on myoelectric control over runs in Experiment 1. There was no difference in initial baseline performance between the 4-8 group (median: $Mdn = 0.21$) and the 8-8 group ($Mdn = 0.203$) (Wilcoxon rank sum, $Z = -0.9526, n1 = n2 = 12, p = 0.341$ two-tailed). Additionally, we found no effect of training protocol on participant performance, as evidenced by comparisons of performance on runs six and ten. For run six, the first in which both groups used an 8-target interface, no significant difference was found between the 8-8 group ($Mdn = 0.697$) and the 4-8 group ($Mdn = 0.742$) (Wilcoxon rank sum, $Z = -0.1443, n1 = n2 = 12, p = 0.885$ two-tailed).

Likewise, run ten, in which both groups used a twelve target interface, produced no significant difference in participant performance between the 8-8 group ($Mdn = 0.612$) and the 4-8 group ($Mdn = 0.743$) (Wilcoxon rank sum, $Z = -0.9526, n1 = n2 = 12, p = 0.341$ two-tailed). Performance on run ten, the generalization run, was significantly higher ($Mdn = 0.657$) than run one, the baseline assessment run, ($Mdn = 0.211$) (Wilcoxon signed-rank, $Z = -4.29, n = 24, p < 1e-04$). Figure 3c shows the effect of learning in limb-deficient participants over runs in Experiment 2. Note that final run performance in limb-deficient participants using the 8-target interface falls within the first and second quartiles of performance achieved in limb-intact participants.

In both Experiments 1 and 2, improvement in cursor control, as measured by hit score, preceded improved trial score. Hit scores were significantly related to trial score in all conditions, both across runs: Experiment 1 ($r = 0.988, p < 1e-05, n = 8$), Experiment 2 EMG ($r = 0.979, p < 0.05, n = 4$), Experiment 2 PCA ($r = 0.986, p < 0.05, n = 4$); and also across participants as measured in experimental final runs: experiment 1 ($r = 0.652, p < 1e-03, n = 24$), experiment 2 EMG ($r = 0.876, p < 0.01, n = 4$), experiment 2 PCA ($r = 0.812, p < 0.05, n = 4$).

B. Generalization

Participants’ within-task generalization of performance across target layouts of increasing density are shown in Fig. 4.
In both Experiment 1 and Experiment 2, and across participant groups, individual participant performance using a simple target layout was predictive of their ability to generalize to one of increased complexity. In Experiment 1 there was significant correlation between participants’ performance on their final 8-target run and their post-training performance in the 12-target run, for both the 8-8 group ($r = 0.896, n = 12, p < 1e-04$) and the 4-8 group ($r = 0.714, n = 12, p < 0.01$). In Experiment 2, significant correlations were found between final run performances on a 4-target interface and final run performance on an 8-target interface using control based on both EMG ($r = 0.911, n = 5, p < 0.05$) and principal components ($r = 0.971, n = 5, p < 0.01$).

C. Scalability

Individual participant performance while learning to use a centre-out task space is shown in Fig. 1c. Points in Fig. 5a show performance on individual runs. Markers differentiate between using an 8-, 16- and 24-target interface. Lines of best fit are included for each target density group and show a general trend of improvement in overall score for each target density over runs. Representative cursor trajectories during use of an 8-target interface and a 24-target interface are shown in Figures 5b and 5c. Data in Fig. 5 was obtained during the first two of four recording sessions. Session 2 was recorded three days after Session 1. Long-term retention of ability was probed in Sessions 3 and 4, which are presented in the supplementary material.

IV. DISCUSSION

Neuroscience has been fascinated with how people learn motor tasks for decades [31], [32]. Studies of motor learning often depend upon modifying well established mappings through visual rotations [24] or perturbation [31]–[33] because it is difficult to create novel movements in physical space [20]. Human machine interfaces, including myoelectric control, are novel by default and have therefore acted as a catalyst to study how novel motor tasks are learned [12], [16], [23], [34]–[39]. Evidence suggests new mappings can be generated from scratch [20] and they can be arbitrary and non-intuitive [12], [15], although they do not have to be [17], [39], [40].

The experiments presented in this paper demonstrate that participants, both limb-intact and limb-deficient, can learn to control an 8-target myoelectric interface using muscles of the arm. Experiment 1 showed that the training protocol had no influence on eventual performance, rather performance increased based on the amount of runs completed. This observation was confirmed in Experiment 2. In addition, we showed for the first time that people with limb difference can learn to operate a myoelectric interface with an abstract decoder. In both Experiments 1 and 2, we found that once an inverse map of the task is learned with practice, within-task generalization to control spaces with more targets is possible. Our final experiment showed how abstract control can scale to higher target densities than required for rehabilitation.

Cursor control in our interface relies upon two factors: the relative magnitude of activity between muscles and their overall amplitude. In both task spaces in this paper, these parameters map to direction and extent respectively. If these variables are encoded independently, changes to one attribute should not influence the other. Previous research has shown that direction and extent can be learned and adapted independently [24], however the mapping from control to task space may influence whether this is the case [25].

As literature on gain generalization is inconclusive [24], [25], Experiment 1 was designed to determine whether the learning of gain control would generalize within our myoelectric interface space. Independence of direction and extent would imply that people can first learn a control space with less constrained scaling requirements, introducing a gradation of difficulty in order to maintain engagement [41]. We observed that participants who initially learned using the 4-target interface performed equivalently on an 8-target interface to those who learned on said 8-target interface. Our results show that gain generalizes within our control space. It may be the case that exploratory behaviour on the 4-target interface that did not contribute to task performance, i.e., exploring the space within targets influenced the generalization of gain. As this experiment was designed to inform our applied rehabilitation work with amputees using the same interface, we could not control for this confounding variable.

In Experiment 2, participants with limb-loss learned the same control scheme based on the structured training approach
validated in Experiment 1. This experiment confirmed that amputee participants’ scores increased as they used the MCI. Within participants, performance using higher density target interfaces was correlated to overall score obtained when using lower density target interfaces. These observations are in line with the results of Experiment 1 and our earlier work with limb-intact participants [18]. Besides, we have previously shown that participants can perform this task without visual feedback, and that overall performance is predictive of the no feedback condition [18]. These, combined with the presented generalization results, support the working hypothesis that this task can be used to train users for prosthesis control.

Our third experiment illustrated that this method can translate to additional control sites and targets. The results of Experiment 3 largely corroborate the findings of previous learning-based myoelectric interfaces that utilized the centre-out task [12]–[15], [17], [19]. These experiments demonstrate that simultaneous proportional control with multiple muscles can be achieved without the use of statistical learning algorithms. Centre-out style control can be realized in a shorter time-frame through the use of classification [42] or regression [42]–[44] algorithms which weight multiple control sites based on calibration or training data. These algorithms allow immediate control, however little is known about how they influence longer term user adaptation and learning [45], [46].

In an upper-limb prosthetics context, the term user-adaptation is more common than user learning. It is essential to note the qualitative differences between this work and that of Hahne et al. [42], [44]. Aside from the fact that we use no regressors or classifiers, in the adaptation work of Hahne et al. [42], [44], participants experience relatively long periods of feedback in each trial (10 s). In contrast, we present very short trials which encourage reaching the target very quickly. Our parameters are selected to promote use of forward model, rather than use of visual feedback and within-trial adaptation. In this context, while online feedback may intervene [47] within-trial adaptation is not a viable control strategy and does not explain performance without visual feedback and changes to reaction times [18] nor retention of ability over sessions, as shown in Fig. 5a. For additional retention and reaction time data supporting our position, the reader is pointed to the supplementary material.

We do not anticipate retention of skills to differ between limb-deficient and limb-intact participants. Anecdotally, we observed that learning is often slower in amputee participants, however this is not consistent. Two factors, muscle fatigue and performance pressure, are likely to contribute to this difference. Currently, these types of human factors are the main limitation of this approach, rather than technical engineering challenges. As presented, our method relies on participants maintaining concentration, with an often delayed reward, for relatively long periods. Since it is probable that training will always be comparatively lengthy, we are developing gamified protocols to target user engagement. A corresponding technical challenge will be to validate that learned skills actually transfer to prosthesis control [48]. We do not view the work presented as controller implementations per se, rather as a framework within which arbitrary multidimensional spaces can be adapted according to the availability of control channels. For details of how the interface used in Experiment 1 and 2 was originally envisaged see [49]. We assume the method demonstrated in Experiment 3 could be used similarly to other centre out control schemes [13]–[15], [17], [19].

Exactly how to efficiently exploit learning in a human-machine interfacing context remains an open question [22]. Few papers directly address learning in a traditional prosthetics context [26], [46]. Nevertheless, prosthetics literature contains error-rates fit with exponential functions, characteristic of a typical learning curve, during extended use of both differential control [50] and pattern recognition [51]. Similarly, a form of learning was posited to significantly improve pattern recognition control in TMR patients during a long term home trial. Critically, no equivalent effect was found when using direct control [5]. While the general properties of myoelectric learning remain understudied, confounds will exist for machine learning-based approaches. This is particularly the case for long-term studies where the properties of the EMG signal change over time [46], [51]. When implementing adaptive or co-adaptive approaches that interact with changes, distinguishing user adaptation from machine learning will require even more complex controls [47].

We demonstrated that learning-based myoelectric approaches are a viable option for people with upper-limb difference. It also extends existing evidence demonstrating that such techniques can produce more nuanced myoelectric control than typically associated with prosthesis control. By replicating a typical myoelectric control task, we have shown how the method that we presented can scale with additional control sites. In replicating a task normally achieved using regression or classification we hope to draw attention to the role human learning may play in prosthesis control.
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